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Liberating the Heart: spirituality and Jungian psychology / Lawrence W. Jaffe. Toronto: Inner City Books, c1990. 175 p. (Studies in Jungian psychology by Jungian analysts)
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709.2 Mic zNag MRA
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"Complete with seventeen engravings from The Book of Lambsprinck depicting the alchemical process, faithfully and rigorously reproduced by Joel Radeliffe." 158.1 Mil MA
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Contents: Surrender and I will take care of your enlightenment / Osho -- Realize who you are and then do whatever you like / Papaji -- Nothing happens by chance-everything is significant / Harish Madhukar -- Listen to the deepest part of your innermost heart / Gangaji -- Knowing the self is being the self / Annamalai Swami -- You cannot attain the self because you already are the self / Lakshmana Swami -- All is destined and according to God's will / Ramesh S. Balsekar -- If you want enlightenment, you must work for it / Dadaji -- Spiritual practices are obstructions to awakening / Kiran -- The worst desire is the desire for enlightenment / U. G. Krishnamurti -- The essence of enlightenment is having nothing, knowing nothing, and being no one / Andrew Cohen -- Vedanta is the science of reality / D. B. Gangolli.
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Originally published by North Carolina University Press, 1966 (University of North Carolina studies in the Germanic languages and literatures ; 5)
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Based on the *Introductory Study Course in Theosophy* by Emogene S. Simons, c1935, and revised by Virginia Hanson, c1967.
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